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HAND PROTECTION FROM 
A WORLD LEADER

GLOBUS HAS ESTABLISHED AN ENVIABLE REPUTATION AS A 
LEADING SPECIALIST IN HAND PROTECTION. 

The Globus Hand Protection Programme

There are numerous factors to consider as part of the selection process for protective gloves. However when the right choice is 
made, the benefits can be far-reaching within your organisation. 

A valuable facet of working with Globus comes in the form of bespoke solution building. This can draw on many areas of 
expertise depending on requirements, thus ensuring a solution and supporting business case tailored precisely for you.
The assessment is obligation-free for qualifying companies and carried out by a Globus hand protection expert.

From the rigours of heavy construction to the complexity of 
clean room and aerospace manufacturing, workers in a wide 
variety of industry sectors rely on  advanced and innovative hand 
protection products from Globus to protect them day after day.

The highly experienced team of Globus hand protection 
experts are always on hand to help ensure your workforce is 
suitably protected.

THE GLOBUS 
DIFFERENCE

 Outstanding distribution
 and support

 Market leading brands

 Industry-leading delivery
 response times

 Extensive stock
 inventories in the UK

 Bespoke hand protection
 solutions

SIX STEPS TO BESPOKE HAND PROTECTION FROM GLOBUS

Re-trials

Introduction Terms of 
Reference

Glove
Survey

Product
Trials

Agreed 
Implementation 

Process

Ongoing 
Support 
Package

1 2 3 4 5 6
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MSC and Globus work together to reduce your accident rates, improve your productivity and save you money. In 
addition to Globus providing a world-leading product range, MSC have industry-leading stock availability with next 

day delivery, meaning you can rely on MSC to deliver a seamless and reliable service. 

MSC INDUSTRIAL SUPPLY CO.
MSC is a leader in the supply of Metalworking and MRO products 
and services. We will save you time and money by transforming 
the way you operate. The manufacturing world is split into two, 
those who love MSC and those who haven’t tried us yet.

We speak to or visit hundreds of businesses like yours every day 
and we understand what you need, which is why we are passionate 
about providing a market-leading customer experience and quality 
products tailored to the manufacturing sector.

• Unbeatable stock availability, 97% delivered next day, removing 
the stress from your working day 

• Technical back up, with bespoke Engineering support to 
streamline processes and save you time and money 

• Accredited customer service team which really cares, to take 
your orders and so much more 
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Blue Chip CNC Ltd offer a range of tooling to the Aerospace, 
Industrial Gas Turbine and Automotive Industries. We specialise 
in design and manufacture of press tools, jigs, fixtures and mould 
tools for investment casting as well as plastic injection mould tools.
 
Our product portfolio includes tooling for Inserts & Impingement 
plates, Inspection & assembly fixtures for automotive dashboard 
components plus wax pattern tooling and machining fixtures for  
IGT castings.  
 
We also offer bespoke CNC machining & toolmaking services and 
with our expanding, experienced workforce we can tackle most 
tooling requests.  
 
We are pleased to be associated with Bromford Industries Ltd and have formed a strong relationship, working with them  
on many key projects. 
 
Blue Chip CNC has grown steadily since 2009 and will be expanding by half again with additional new premises in summer 2017.

 
 

Please contact: Philip Milner or Mark Cooper. T 01527 880735  blue_chip_cnc@live.co.uk
Please visit our website to see examples of our capabilities: www.bluechipcncltd.co.uk

MSC is a leader in the supply of Metalworking, MRO products 
(Maintenance, Repair and Operations) and services. Everyday 
manufacturing companies like Bromford Industries achieve greater 
results by working closely with MSC as a trusted partner. Our goal 
is to save our customers time and money by transforming the way 
they operate. Because we speak to hundreds of manufacturing 
companies every day we understand their needs and what it takes to 
be successful. We are passionate about providing a market-leading 
customer experience tailored to the manufacturing sector.

We have been supporting Bromford Industries for over 10 years 
and during that time we have become more than just another 
supplier of industrial products. We have worked side by side to 
help streamline their production processes utilising our highly 
skilled engineering support team, which has helped Bromford strip 
significant costs out of their business. 

In addition to the onsite support and regular visits from MSC, 
Bromford Industries are also able to gain full control and visibility 
of their tooling, PPE and other fast moving consumables, through 
MSC’s industrial onsite vending machines (ControlPoint TM). Control 
Point TM is a vending service that helps businesses like Bromford 
to eliminate downtime, deliver a reduction in inventory, speed up 
production and improve their end-to-end purchasing process. By 
having an onsite vending solution Bromford Industries also benefit 
by being able to track product usage by individual, department and 
by cost centre. 

At MSC, we use market-leading technology and equipment to 
ensure that our customers achieve the best results possible. We 
work with them to manage their total cost of inventory and can 
typically reduce product consumption by 25-40%. 

We deeply value our partnership with Bromford Industries and 
look to provide them with best in class customer service levels. As 
a member of the Institute of Customer Service we constantly look 

to enhance our customer’s experience. In a recent survey MSC 
has been rated as ‘exceptional’ and has out performed well known 
service orientated companies like Amazon, Apple and John Lewis 
(source Institute of Customer Service 2017) 
To find out more about MSC Industrial Supply Co please contact us 
at mscdirect.co.uk or call 0800 66 33 55. 

MSC INDUSTRIAL SUPPLY CO.
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MSC is a leader in the supply of Metalworking, MRO products 
(Maintenance, Repair and Operations) and services. Everyday 
manufacturing companies like Bromford Industries achieve greater 
results by working closely with MSC as a trusted partner. Our goal 
is to save our customers time and money by transforming the way 
they operate. Because we speak to hundreds of manufacturing 
companies every day we understand their needs and what it takes to 
be successful. We are passionate about providing a market-leading 
customer experience tailored to the manufacturing sector.

We have been supporting Bromford Industries for over 10 years 
and during that time we have become more than just another 
supplier of industrial products. We have worked side by side to 
help streamline their production processes utilising our highly 
skilled engineering support team, which has helped Bromford strip 
significant costs out of their business. 

In addition to the onsite support and regular visits from MSC, 
Bromford Industries are also able to gain full control and visibility 
of their tooling, PPE and other fast moving consumables, through 
MSC’s industrial onsite vending machines (ControlPoint TM). Control 
Point TM is a vending service that helps businesses like Bromford 
to eliminate downtime, deliver a reduction in inventory, speed up 
production and improve their end-to-end purchasing process. By 
having an onsite vending solution Bromford Industries also benefit 
by being able to track product usage by individual, department and 
by cost centre. 

At MSC, we use market-leading technology and equipment to 
ensure that our customers achieve the best results possible. We 
work with them to manage their total cost of inventory and can 
typically reduce product consumption by 25-40%. 

We deeply value our partnership with Bromford Industries and 
look to provide them with best in class customer service levels. As 
a member of the Institute of Customer Service we constantly look 

to enhance our customer’s experience. In a recent survey MSC 
has been rated as ‘exceptional’ and has out performed well known 
service orientated companies like Amazon, Apple and John Lewis 
(source Institute of Customer Service 2017) 
To find out more about MSC Industrial Supply Co please contact us 
at mscdirect.co.uk or call 0800 66 33 55. 

MSC INDUSTRIAL SUPPLY CO.
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MSC is a leader in the supply of Metalworking, MRO products 
(Maintenance, Repair and Operations) and services. Everyday 
manufacturing companies like Bromford Industries achieve greater 
results by working closely with MSC as a trusted partner. Our goal 
is to save our customers time and money by transforming the way 
they operate. Because we speak to hundreds of manufacturing 
companies every day we understand their needs and what it takes to 
be successful. We are passionate about providing a market-leading 
customer experience tailored to the manufacturing sector.

We have been supporting Bromford Industries for over 10 years 
and during that time we have become more than just another 
supplier of industrial products. We have worked side by side to 
help streamline their production processes utilising our highly 
skilled engineering support team, which has helped Bromford strip 
significant costs out of their business. 

In addition to the onsite support and regular visits from MSC, 
Bromford Industries are also able to gain full control and visibility 
of their tooling, PPE and other fast moving consumables, through 
MSC’s industrial onsite vending machines (ControlPoint TM). Control 
Point TM is a vending service that helps businesses like Bromford 
to eliminate downtime, deliver a reduction in inventory, speed up 
production and improve their end-to-end purchasing process. By 
having an onsite vending solution Bromford Industries also benefit 
by being able to track product usage by individual, department and 
by cost centre. 

At MSC, we use market-leading technology and equipment to 
ensure that our customers achieve the best results possible. We 
work with them to manage their total cost of inventory and can 
typically reduce product consumption by 25-40%. 

We deeply value our partnership with Bromford Industries and 
look to provide them with best in class customer service levels. As 
a member of the Institute of Customer Service we constantly look 

to enhance our customer’s experience. In a recent survey MSC 
has been rated as ‘exceptional’ and has out performed well known 
service orientated companies like Amazon, Apple and John Lewis 
(source Institute of Customer Service 2017) 
To find out more about MSC Industrial Supply Co please contact us 
at mscdirect.co.uk or call 0800 66 33 55. 

MSC INDUSTRIAL SUPPLY CO.
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MSC is a leader in the supply of Metalworking, MRO products 
(Maintenance, Repair and Operations) and services. Everyday 
manufacturing companies like Bromford Industries achieve greater 
results by working closely with MSC as a trusted partner. Our goal 
is to save our customers time and money by transforming the way 
they operate. Because we speak to hundreds of manufacturing 
companies every day we understand their needs and what it takes to 
be successful. We are passionate about providing a market-leading 
customer experience tailored to the manufacturing sector.

We have been supporting Bromford Industries for over 10 years 
and during that time we have become more than just another 
supplier of industrial products. We have worked side by side to 
help streamline their production processes utilising our highly 
skilled engineering support team, which has helped Bromford strip 
significant costs out of their business. 

In addition to the onsite support and regular visits from MSC, 
Bromford Industries are also able to gain full control and visibility 
of their tooling, PPE and other fast moving consumables, through 
MSC’s industrial onsite vending machines (ControlPoint TM). Control 
Point TM is a vending service that helps businesses like Bromford 
to eliminate downtime, deliver a reduction in inventory, speed up 
production and improve their end-to-end purchasing process. By 
having an onsite vending solution Bromford Industries also benefit 
by being able to track product usage by individual, department and 
by cost centre. 

At MSC, we use market-leading technology and equipment to 
ensure that our customers achieve the best results possible. We 
work with them to manage their total cost of inventory and can 
typically reduce product consumption by 25-40%. 

We deeply value our partnership with Bromford Industries and 
look to provide them with best in class customer service levels. As 
a member of the Institute of Customer Service we constantly look 

to enhance our customer’s experience. In a recent survey MSC 
has been rated as ‘exceptional’ and has out performed well known 
service orientated companies like Amazon, Apple and John Lewis 
(source Institute of Customer Service 2017) 
To find out more about MSC Industrial Supply Co please contact us 
at mscdirect.co.uk or call 0800 66 33 55. 

MSC INDUSTRIAL SUPPLY CO.
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MSC is a leader in the supply of Metalworking, MRO products 
(Maintenance, Repair and Operations) and services. Everyday 
manufacturing companies like Bromford Industries achieve greater 
results by working closely with MSC as a trusted partner. Our goal 
is to save our customers time and money by transforming the way 
they operate. Because we speak to hundreds of manufacturing 
companies every day we understand their needs and what it takes to 
be successful. We are passionate about providing a market-leading 
customer experience tailored to the manufacturing sector.

We have been supporting Bromford Industries for over 10 years 
and during that time we have become more than just another 
supplier of industrial products. We have worked side by side to 
help streamline their production processes utilising our highly 
skilled engineering support team, which has helped Bromford strip 
significant costs out of their business. 

In addition to the onsite support and regular visits from MSC, 
Bromford Industries are also able to gain full control and visibility 
of their tooling, PPE and other fast moving consumables, through 
MSC’s industrial onsite vending machines (ControlPoint TM). Control 
Point TM is a vending service that helps businesses like Bromford 
to eliminate downtime, deliver a reduction in inventory, speed up 
production and improve their end-to-end purchasing process. By 
having an onsite vending solution Bromford Industries also benefit 
by being able to track product usage by individual, department and 
by cost centre. 

At MSC, we use market-leading technology and equipment to 
ensure that our customers achieve the best results possible. We 
work with them to manage their total cost of inventory and can 
typically reduce product consumption by 25-40%. 

We deeply value our partnership with Bromford Industries and 
look to provide them with best in class customer service levels. As 
a member of the Institute of Customer Service we constantly look 

to enhance our customer’s experience. In a recent survey MSC 
has been rated as ‘exceptional’ and has out performed well known 
service orientated companies like Amazon, Apple and John Lewis 
(source Institute of Customer Service 2017) 
To find out more about MSC Industrial Supply Co please contact us 
at mscdirect.co.uk or call 0800 66 33 55. 

MSC INDUSTRIAL SUPPLY CO.

Save Costs

• Product range and usage 
consolidation 

• Reduce disposable cost

• Lower storage costs

• Fewer purchasing transactions 

Improve Productivity   

• Free product audit and trials

• Product performance testing 

• Reduce downtime associated 
with replacing PPE 

Reduce Accident Rates 

• Best in class protection 

• Products recommended by 
application 

• Product education available 
for your workers 

WORKING WITH YOU TO MAKE A DIFFERENCE

WHY MSC AND GLOBUS? 
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GENERAL HANDLING

306

AERATED FOAM LATEX WITH A LATEX PALM COATING
NYLON / POLYESTER LINER

WHY CHANGE GLOVES 
WITH THE WEATHER?

�� Fully coated foam latex

�� Water repellent and breathable

�� Excellent comfort and flexibility

�� Hardwearing

�� Perfect balance between safety,  
 dexterity, performance and value 

A GLOVE TO 
TRANSFORM THE 
LIVES OF OUTDOOR 
WORKERS!

W
ATER REPELLENT

100% BREATHABLE

4121

EN388: 
2003

CAT II

2121

EN388: 
2003

CAT II

377

NITRILE FOAM PALM COATING OVER NITRILE   |   POLYESTER LINER
Long-lasting grip performance in wet and oily conditions

�� Protects the hand from oils, hydrocarbons, grease and abrasion, with optimal long 
lasting grip

�� Impermeable for working in damp or greasy environments, with increased resistance to 
abrasion for better durability

�� Minimal allergy risks

�� Designed for easy movement and continuous wear

�� Reinforced knit cuff

�� No irritation by seams in contact with the skin

�� Wrist well protected

6/S SHW-00020H

£5.66
7/M SHW-00021C

8/L SHW-00022M

9/XL SHW-00023J

7/M SHW-00303D
£7.20

8/L SHW-00304A
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GENERAL HANDLING

7/M SHW-00009C

£3.968/L SHW-00010C

9/XL SHW-00011M

9/L SHW-00029L
£3.73

10/XL SHW-00030L

7/M SHW-00108J

£3.738/L SHW-00109D

9/XL SHW-00110D

NITRILE FOAM COATING   |   NYLON LINER
The microporous nitrile foam embossed finish provides a strong 
grip in wet, dry or oily conditions. Ideal for precision tasks.

NATURAL LATEX COATING   |   POLYESTER/COTTON LINER
Reinforced grip glove. Double latex coating in the area of the glove 
subject to most stress; between thumb and index finger.

NITRILE COATING   |   NYLON LINER
This low lint glove is ideal for protecting the hands against fluids such as anti-rust 
oils. It is extremely lightweight with a nitrile coating to the palm and fingertips.

�� A light, elastic low-lint glove, resistant to deformation and which keeps its shape longer

�� Protects the hand from oils, hydrocarbons, grease and abrasion, with optimal long 
lasting grip

�� Breathable back of hand to reduce perspiration

�� Nitrile coating is formed and compressed to maximise grip, flexibility and durability

�� Surface of palm encourages grease dispersal

�� Designed for easy movement and continuous wear

�� Ideal for heavy duty manual handling including scaffolding

�� Increased resistance in areas subject to most stress

�� Protects the hand in damp environments or against aggressive detergents or alcohols

�� Surface provides tactile feel and better grip

�� Designed for easy movement and continuous wear

�� No irritation by seams in contact with the skin

�� Colouring helps extend wearable life

�� Protects the hand from oils, hydrocarbons, grease and abrasion

�� Nitrile coated palm with a smooth finish

�� Excellent resistance to abrasion and tearing

�� Standard finish without special treatment

�� Anatomical shape

�� Seamless knit

�� Elasticated cuff

380

330

265

3121

EN388: 
2003

CAT II

2142

EN388: 
2003

CAT II

3131

EN388: 
2003

CAT II

Embossed foam 
nitrile coating
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2241

EN388: 
2003

CAT II

451

NATURAL LATEX COATING   |   ACRYLIC/COTTON/POLYESTER LINER
A comfortable, flexible grip glove that’s pleasant to wear in cold weather.  
For heavy duty manual handling.

�� Extremely resistant to abrasion

�� Protects the hand in damp environments or against aggressive detergents or alcohols

�� Breathable back of hand to reduce perspiration

�� Surface provides a tactile feel and excellent grip

�� Designed for easy movement and continuous wear

�� Seamless for optimum comfort

�� Colour helps extend wearable life

8/M SHW-00075H

£4.539/L SHW-45109A

10/XL SHW-45110A

EN511:  
2006

010

THERMAL

281

THE UNIQUE MICRO-VENTILATED WATERPROOF 
POLYURETHANE COATING PROTECTS THE HAND AGAINST 
WATER AND LIQUIDS, WHILST THE INNOVATIVE INNER 
MEMBRANE ALLOWS WARM AIR AND MOISTURE TO ESCAPE

�� Breathable membrane fixed between coating and liner
�� Full, breathable micro-ventilated polyurethane coating
�� Micro-roughened nitrile particle finish to fingers and back of hand
�� Flexibility and tactility due to a thin coating and seamless liner
�� Ergonomic design reduces hand fatigue
�� Minimal allergy risks
�� Thickness: 0.8mm

THE FIRST 
WATERPROOF 
AND BREATHABLE 
POLYURETHANE GLOVE

4121

EN388: 
2003

CAT II

9/L SHW-00308L
£9.96

10/XL SHW-00309H

WATCH THIS 
AMAZING 
DEMONSTRATION
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GENERAL HANDLING

NINJA LITE™ OHIO™

BETA 1™ARIA™

POLYURETHANE COATING 
NYLON/LYCRA LINER
Ultra lightweight (18gg) 
glove providing excellent 
second skin comfort as well 
as outstanding flexibility 
and a tactile touch

PVC-HPT FOAM COATING 
NYLON LINER
Durable and flexible PVC 
sponge touch coating using 
hydropellent technology provides 
excellent grip in oily, damp and 
dry handling conditions whilst 
maintaining good tactility.

NITRILE FOAM COATING
NYLON/SPANDEX LINER
The patented nitrile foam 
coating efficiently channels 
excess fluid from the glove’s 
surface and the glove 
provides good grip in damp, 
oily or dry conditions.

NITRILE FOAM COATING
NYLON/SPANDEX LINER
Outstanding durability 
and grip with excellent 
resistance to abrasion.

�� Superfine extra soft nylon liner

�� Protects the hand from oils, 
grease and abrasion, with 
effective grip 

�� Ideal for intricate tasks and 
for preventing product 
contamination 

�� Breathable through front and 
back of the hand to reduce 
perspiration and skin irritation

�� PVC-HPT foam coating 
containing encapsulated air 
molecules provides an inherent 
cushioning effect

�� Anatomically designed for 
comfort, dexterity and fit

�� Lint-free and silicone-free

�� Breathable back of glove to 
minimise perspiration

�� Seamless liner prevents irritation

�� Knitted wrist provides a secure fit

�� Lightweight (18gg) seamless liner

�� Excellent resistance to abrasion

�� Flexible and comfortable, with 
excellent dexterity

�� Good grip in damp, oily or dry 
conditions

�� Solid knit wrist provides a secure fit

�� Superior comfort and dexterity

�� Anatomically engineered for 
maximum fit

�� Excellent grip in both wet and dry 
environments

�� An Oeko-Tex™ certified product 
Seamless nylon/spandex liner

�� Patented nitrile foam palm coating 
enhances protection

4131

EN388: 
2003

CAT II

4131

EN388: 
2003

CAT II

4121

EN388: 
2003

CAT II

4131

EN388: 
2003

CAT II

LIGHTWEIGHT
EXTREMELY

EXTREMELY
LIGHTWEIGHT

LIGHTWEIGHT
EXTREMELY

EXTREMELY
LIGHTWEIGHT

7/S SHW-00039B

£3.25
8/M SHW-00040B

9/L SHW-00041L

10/XL SHW-00042H

8/M SHW-00052L

£2.909/L SHW-00053H

10/XL SHW-00054C

7/S SHW-00229A

£3.17

8/M SHW-00230A

9/L SHW-00231K

10/XL SHW-00249J

11/XXL SHW-00373E

7/S SHW-14910C

£3.20
8/M SHW-14920H

9/L SHW-14930L

10/XL SHW-14940B
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CUT PROTECTION

Using patented Hagane Coil technology, SHOWA 
S-TEX gloves provide exceptionally high levels of cut 
resistance without sacrificing performance and comfort.

The unique coiling technique twists an 
attending yarn loosely around the high carbon 
Hagane stainless steel core. This protects the 
steel core when the hand bends and flexes for 
maximum comfort.  Hagane steel is used in 
forging samurai sword blades.

HAGANE Coil® Technology

S-TEX 376 NITRILE WITH NITRILE FOAM COATING   |   HAGANE COIL STEEL/POLYESTER LINER

• ¾ coated nitrile with an additional coating 
of foam nitrile on the palm and fingertips

• Seamless 13 gauge Hagane 
Coil® knitted liner

• Protects from oils, grease and abrasion

• Long lasting grip performance 
in wet and oily conditions

• Manufactured using an ergonomically 
designed hand mould that replicates the 
natural curvature of the human hand

• Wrist protection
4441

EN388: 
2003

Yarn1

Stainless 
Steel

2

1 2

CAT II

CUT 
LEVEL

4

ULTRA HIGH  

CUT RESISTANCE

541

POLYURETHANE COATING 
HPPE LINER
Supple and light, the 541 provides 
a high degree of comfort when 
performing delicate tasks in dry 
and greasy handling condition 
where the risk of cuts is high

�� Protects the hand from oils and 
abrasion while remaining elastic 
and breathable

�� Breathable back of hand to 
reduce perspiration

�� Minimal allergy risks

�� Designed for easy movement and 
continuous wear

�� No irritation by seams in contact 
with the skin

4342

EN388: 
2003

CAT II

7/M SHW-00176D
£10.98

8/L SHW-00142J

7/M SHW-00274A

£13.368/L SHW-00248M

9/XL SHW-00290L

CUT 
LEVEL

3
CUT 

LEVEL

3

SAPPHIRE™

POLYURETHANE COATING 
HPPE LINER
The 18 gauge liner and thin palm-
dipped PU coating combine to 
deliver a cut resistant barrier 
that is ideal for the superior 
precision handling of sharp 
components in dry conditions.

�� Enables precise handling of small 
components

�� Offers a combination of comfort, 
dexterity and cut resistance

�� Secure grip in light oily, greasy 
and dry conditions

�� Excellent resistance to abrasion 
and rips for extended durability

�� Elasticated wrist provides a 
secure fit

�� Breathable liner keeps hand cool 
and helps to reduce perspiration

4342

EN388: 
2003

CAT II

8/M SHW-00222B
£8.66

9/L SHW-00223L
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CUT PROTECTION

CUT 
LEVEL

5

CUT 
LEVEL

4
CUT 

LEVEL

5

NINJA KNIGHT™

BI-POLYMER COATING 
HPPE LINER
Extremely durable and 
delivers maximum resistance 
to cuts, abrasion, tearing 
and punctures without 
compromising dexterity, 
sensitivity and comfort.

�� Bi-polymer coating ensures 
excellent grip in wet and dry 
handling conditions

�� Anatomically designed for 
comfort, dexterity and fit

�� Glove retains flexibility despite its 
high protection levels

�� Machine knitted liner made with 
High Performance Polyethylene 
and glass yarn to provide a good 
cut resistance barrier

�� Elasticated wrist provides a 
secure fit

4544

EN388: 
2003

CAT II

9/L SHW-00182L
£12.82

10/XL SHW-00183H

CUT 
LEVEL

5

ULTIMUS LITE™

NINJA SILVER+™NINJA X4™

NITRILE FOAM COATING
HPPE LINER
A durable glove providing 
high resistance to cuts and 
protection when handling 
sharp, slippery objects 
such as glass and metal.

POLYURETHANE  COATING
HPPE LINER
Outstanding cut resistance 
whilst maintaining a high 
degree of comfort and dexterity. 
PU coating protects the hand 
from oils and grease delivering 
effective long lasting grip.

BI-POLYMER COATING
NYLON LINER
A supple and lightweight 
glove providing a level 4 
cut resistance, dexterity and 
comfort. The bi-polymer 
coating delivers excellent 
grip in both wet and dry 
handling conditions.

�� Excellent grip in damp, oily and 
dry conditions

�� High levels of flexibility and 
dexterity

�� Advanced sponge nitrile coating

�� Lightweight 13 gauge liner and 
enhanced protective padding

�� Reinforced thumb-line enhances 
durability

�� Breathable liner keeps hand cool 
and helps to reduce perspiration

�� Elasticated wrist provides a 
secure fit

�� Excellent grip in wet, oily or dry 
conditions

�� High durability resistance to rips and 
abrasion

�� Glove retains flexibility despite its high 
protection levels

�� Machine knitted liners made with High 
Performance Polyethylene and glass 
yarn to provide a good cut resistance 
barrier

�� Coated with polyurethane on  
palm up to fingers

�� Breathable liner helps keep hands cool

�� High resistance to abrasion

�� Breathable liner

�� Silicone free

�� Elasticated wrist provides a secure fit

�� Mottled grey and black colouring 
helps to extend wearable life

4542

EN388: 
2003

CAT II

4543

EN388: 
2003

CAT II

4432

EN388: 
2003

CAT II

7/S SHW-00261J

£9.84
8/M SHW-00260M

9/L SHW-00259M

10/XL SHW-00262D

9/L SHW-00140C
£12.82

10/XL SHW-00141M

8/M GST-00015K

£10.499/L GST-00012J

10/XL GST-00016E
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PROTECTS 
FROM 

SKYDROL

CHEMICAL RESISTANT

HEAT RESISTANT THERMAL

3232

EN388:  
2003

EN511:  
2006

CAT II

020

�� Absorbs perspiration, for ultra comfortable 
extended wear

�� Surface provides tactile feel and better grip

�� Designed for easy movement and 
continuous wear

�� No irritation by seams in contact with the skin

�� Forearm well protected

660

4121

EN388:  
2003

EN374-2: 
2003

JKL

EN374-3: 
2003

0120

CAT III

1ST PIONEERINGDESIGN

PVC COATING
COTTON LINER
Strong, yet 
extremely soft and 
flexible. The rough 
textured coating 
ensures grip and 
increases the glove’s 
abrasion resistance 
and durability.

9/L SHW-00111A
£3.96

10/XL SHW-00072E

�� Self-flushing tractor-tread grip encourages 
fluids to run-off

�� Cuff prevents dirt from entering the glove

�� Surface provides good grip and wet substances 
can be repelled

�� Blue colour spotted when the coating is damaged

CHM

2021

EN388:  
2003

EN374-2: 
2003

EN374-1: 
2003

0321

CAT III

NEOPRENE/
LATEX COATING
COTTON FLOCK 
LINER
A flexible glove that 
absorbs perspiration 
and protects the 
hand from a wide 
range of chemicals 
as well as providing 
good grip. Double-
dipped for long-
lasting resistance.

8/M SHW-00171L
£2.269/L SHW-00172H

10/XL SHW-00173C

�� Double nitrile coating provides 
excellent chemical, oil and 
abrasion resistance

�� Liner absorbs perspiration, for 
ultra-comfortable extended wear

�� Scalloped edge

�� Rough textured finish over 
surface of hand

�� Length: 350mm (14inch)

NSK24

4111

EN388:  
2003

EN374-2: 
2003

AJKL

SUITABLE FOR 
FOOD HANDLING

SUITABLE 
FOR FOOD 
HANDLING

NSK24

NSK26

EN374-3: 
2003

0075

CAT III

NITRILE COATING
COTTON/
POLYESTER LINER
A flexible 
impermeable knit-
lined nitrile glove 
providing grip and 
protection from an 
array of solvents, 
oils and acids.

10/L SHW-00162C
£8.92

11/XXL SHW-00163M

10/L SHW-00166A £16.02

NSK26
650mm  
version 

available

8814

NEOPRENE COATING 
COTTON LINER
A comfortable, supple glove providing 
effective protection against abrasion 
with a very good grip and protects 
the hand against hot temperatures.

�� Heat protection up to 260°C
�� Fully coated
�� Textured finish
�� Impermeable for working in damp or 

greasy environments
�� Easy to put on and remove
�� Wrist well protected

SUITABLE FOR 
FOOD HANDLING

3232 X2XXXX

EN388: 
2003

EN407:
2004

CAT II

9/L SHW-00301M
£15.49

10/XL SHW-00302J

ARGON™

HPT FOAM COATING 
NYLON LINER
Featuring a soft, thermal lining and a 
durable HPT foam coating that extends 
across the knuckles, Argon provides 
excellent warmth, grip and protection 
even in damp environments.

�� Durable glove that remains flexible to 
temperatures as low as –50ºC

�� Water repellent on ¾ palm coating
�� Encapsulated air molecules provide an 

inherent cushioning effect
�� Excellent dexterity, flexibility and durability
�� Silicone free

8/M GST-00042H
£5.829/L GST-00043C

10/XL GST-00044M
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DISPOSABLE AND CHEMICAL RESISTANT

IRIS™

UTAH™

TEAL™

AQL 1.5

EN374-2: 
2003

EN374-1: 
2003

0321

CAT III
7/S SHW-00155A

£14.75
8/M SHW-00156K

9/L SHW-00157E

10/XL SHW-00158B

SUITABLE FOR 
FOOD HANDLING

AQL 1.5

EN374-2: 
2003

EN374-1: 
2003

0120

CAT III 7/S SHW-00150H

£14.75
8/M SHW-00151C

9/L SHW-00152M

10/XL SHW-00153J

SUITABLE FOR 
FOOD HANDLING

100% NITRILE
High performance, powder-free, nitrile single-use glove. 
Significantly stronger alternative to latex and food safe.

100% NITRILE
Premium performance, powder-free, nitrile single-use 
glove.  Extremely strong and offers greater chemical and 
puncture resistance than regular nitrile disposables.

100% NITRILE
High performance, powder-free, nitrile single-use glove. 
Significantly stronger alternative to latex and food safe.

�� 100% premium quality nitrile, thickness 0.12mm
�� Resistant to oils, acids and many chemicals
�� Up to four times the puncture resistance of latex
�� Powder-free, latex free, non-sterile
�� Lightweight and comfortable with a ‘second 

skin’ feel

�� Comfortable with a ‘second skin’ feel
�� Resistant to oils, acids and many chemicals
�� Textured finish on fingertips for improved grip and 

touch
�� Powder-free, non-sterile
�� Latex free - ideal for people with a Type I latex 

sensitivity

�� Comfortable with a ‘second skin’ feel
�� Resistant to oils, acids and many chemicals
�� Textured finish on fingertips for improved grip and 

touch
�� Powder-free, non-sterile
�� Latex free - ideal for people with a Type I latex 

sensitivity

7/S SHW-00043C

£12.70

8/M SHW-00044M

9/L SHW-00045J

10/XL SHW-00046D

11/XXL SHW-00232E

EN374-2: 
2003

EN374-1: 
2003

0321

CAT III SUITABLE FOR 
FOOD HANDLING

AQL 1.5
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AVAILABLE FROM:

  306
SHW-00303D 7/M

£7.20
SHW-00304A 8/L

  377

SHW-00020H 6/S

£5.66
SHW-00021C 7/M

SHW-00022M 8/L

SHW-00023J 9/XL

  265

SHW-00108J 7/M

£3.73SHW-00109D 8/L

SHW-00110D 9/XL

  330
SHW-00029L 9/L

£3.73
SHW-00030L 10/XL

  380

SHW-00009C 7/M

£3.96SHW-00010C 8/L

SHW-00011M 9/XL

  281
SHW-00308L 9/L

£9.96
SHW-00309H 10/XL

  451

SHW-00075H 8/M

£4.53SHW-45109A 9/L

SHW-45110A 10/XL

  ARIA

SHW-14910C 7/S

£3.20
SHW-14920H 8/M

SHW-14930L 9/L

SHW-14940B 10/XL

  BETA 1

SHW-00229A 7/S

£3.17

SHW-00230A 8/M

SHW-00231K 9/L

SHW-00249J 10/XL

SHW-00373E 11/XXL

  NINJA LITE

SHW-00039B 7/S

£3.25
SHW-00040B 8/M

SHW-00041L 9/L

SHW-00042H 10/XL

  OHIO

SHW-00052L 8/M

£2.90SHW-00053H 9/L

SHW-00054C 10/XL

  S-TEX 376

SHW-00274A 7/M

£13.36SHW-00248M 8/L

SHW-00290L 9/XL

  541
SHW-00176D 7/M

£10.98
SHW-00142J 8/L

  SAPPHIRE
SHW-00222B 8/M

£8.66
SHW-00223L 9/L

  NINJA X4

GST-00015K 8/M

£10.49GST-00012J 9/L

GST-00016E 10/XL

  NINJA SILVER +
SHW-00140C 9/L

£12.82
SHW-00141M 10/XL

  NINJA KNIGHT
SHW-00182L 9/L

£12.82
SHW-00183H 10/XL

  ULTIMUS LITE

SHW-00261J 7/S

£9.84
SHW-00260M 8/M

SHW-00259M 9/L

SHW-00262D 10/XL

  660
SHW-00111A 9/L

£3.96
SHW-00072E 10/XL

  CHM

SHW-00171L 8/M

£2.26SHW-00172H 9/L

SHW-00173C 10/XL

  NSK24
SHW-00162C 10/L

£8.92
SHW-00163M 11/XL

  NSK26 SHW-00166A 10/L £16.02

  8814
SHW-00301M 9/L

£15.49
SHW-00302J 10/XL

  ARGON

GST-00042H 8/M

£5.82GST-00043C 9/L

GST-00044M 10/XL

  UTAH

SHW-00043C 7/S

£12.70

SHW-00044M 8/M

SHW-00045J 9/L

SHW-00046D 10/XL

SHW-00232E 11/XXL

  IRIS

SHW-00155A 7/S

£14.75
SHW-00156K 8/M

SHW-00157E 9/L

SHW-00158B 10/XL

  TEAL

SHW-00150H 7/S

£14.75
SHW-00151C 8/M

SHW-00152M 9/L

SHW-00153J 10/XL

STYLE STYLECAT. PART NO. CAT. PART NO.SIZE SIZEPRICE PRICE

KEY

General Handling

Cut Protection

Chemical Protection

Heat Resistant

Thermal

Disposables


